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LS-301

Two-way Coaxial Loudspeaker

Designed to reproduce high frequencies up to 40kHz, and so eminently
suitable for reproducing high-resolution audio, the LS-301 is the ideal
partner for the AI-301DA pre-main amplifier.
■ Main Features
 A compact, two-way coaxial loudspeaker that has been developed using 'trickledown' technology from the
flagship S-300NEO
 Both the 10cm woofer and 2cm tweeter use an Air Direct Center Pole System
 Capable of reproducing high frequencies up to 40kHz, ideal for listening to high-resolution audio
 Rear bass reflex port
 The perfect loudspeaker partner for the Reference 301 series, creates a high-resolution soundstage yet is
compact enough to sit on a desktop

Brand
Series
Model
Announcement Date
Estimated Delivery Date
UPC Code

TEAC
Reference 301
LS-301-B
February 5, 2014
April 2014
043774030781

Brand
Series
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Announcement Date
Estimated Delivery Date
UPC Code

TEAC
Reference 301
LS-301-CH
February 5, 2014
April 2014
043774030798

EAN Code

4907034218769

EAN Code

4907034218776

Overall dimensions / NW
per unit, W x H x D
Package Dimensions / GW
WxHxD
Qty. per Master Carton

161 x 230 x 207 / 2.7 (mm/kg)
6.4 x 9.1 x 8.1 / 6.0 (inch/lbs)
432 x 326 x 285 / 6.4 (mm/kg)17 x
12.9 x 11.2 / 14.1 (inch/lbs)
n/a
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■ A coaxial loudspeaker with all the pedigree of the S-300NEO
 The ideal coaxial speaker for compact high-resolution audio systems
In response to customer demand, the S-300NEO was launched last year, bringing back the form factor of the
S-330 bookshelf coaxial loudspeaker, a model which has proved enduringly popular with audio enthusiasts since
its launch in 1993.
The LS-301 coaxial loudspeaker is the latest in the line, allowing users to create a superb high-resolution audio
system, especially when partnered with the AI-301DA pre-main amplifier. Compact enough to set up on a
desktop, this coaxial loudspeaker's woofer and tweeter are positioned on the same axis to create a superb sense
of sonic cohesiveness.

 A 10cm coaxial two-way unit fitted with an Air Direct Center Pole System
A high-resolution sound source, offering sound quality far superior to CD, demands an
equally talented loudspeaker. In a coaxial design, where the woofer - emitting powerful
kinetic energy - and the tweeter - emitting high frequency sound – are both mounted on the
same framework, that framework needs to be sturdy with extremely inert. The Air Direct
Center Pole System does a brilliant job of converting the kinetic energy from the woofer into
cone movements that deliver sound. However, just as importantly, the system also
suppresses and minimizes its own effect upon the tweeter, so allowing the HF driver to work
at its best.
 The speaker includes a soft dome unit tweeter specially coated with silk to deliver clear, pure high frequencies. plus
a woofer with an air-core coil to eliminate magnetic distortion,
The woofer uses a pulp cone that's been enhanced with a special resin coating to reproduce heavy, low-pitched
frequencies with unusual depth. In the crossover network, a film condenser is used to achieve higher level of
sound quality, along with an air-core coil in the woofer. The network is carefully positioned so that it is not affected
by the magnetic fields emitted by the tweeter coil.
Banana plug compatible, gold-plated speaker terminals
Gold-plated (to avoid corrsion effects) the speaker terminals can accommodate all
standard speaker cables, up to and including AWG8 guage. Naturally, the terminals also
accept banana plugs.
Rear bass reflex
A bass reflex port is fitted in the rear of the housing. The internal flow of air has been
modelled to produce the optimal bass reflex effect.
Choose the finish to suit your surroundings
The LS-301 features diamond-cut metal speaker trim-rings. As well as being pleasing to the eye these also have the
effect of suppressing unwanted resonances from the speaker. The LS-301 is available in cherry wood or black
finishes, to better match your room's decor and the aesthetics of partnering hi-fi components.
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■ Special Features





Coaxial two-way unit
10cm woofer, 2cm tweeter
Fitted with Air Direct Center Pole System
Rear bass reflex

 Screw-type speaker terminal plugs (gold plated, AWG8
guage cable compatible)
 Removable saran (synthetic fiber) grille

■ Specifications
Rated Values
Type
Units employed
Low-frequency unit
High-frequency unit
Input
Rated value input
Maximum permitted input
Impedance
Output
Speaker sensitivity
Frequency response
Crossover frequency
General
Cabinet volume capacity
Dimensions
Weight (per unit)
Included accessories

■ Rear Panel

Two-way coaxial single speaker; bass reflex type
10cm cone
2cm, soft dome
20W
50W
6 ohms
85dB/W/m
65Hz to 40kHz
3.8kHz

4.5 liters / 275 cu. in.
161 W x 230 H x 207 D mm (excluding protruding portion)
6.4” W x 9.1” H x 8.1” D (excluding protruding portion)
2.7 kg / 6.0 lbs.
Speaker cable (1.8m / 6 ft.) x 2,
Feet x 8,
User Guide (including Warranty)

